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About Client
Founded in 1955, the client is an American insurance company and is the largest provider of supplemental insurance in the 

United States. A Fortune 500 company, our client provides financial protection to more than 50 million people worldwide, 

allowing policyholders to focus on recovery and not take any financial stress.

The Challenge: Low Topical and Backlink Authority

How an American Insurance
Company Experienced a

2222% Increase in
Organic Leads within
6 months of Using ALPS

The Need: Increase Organic Traffic and Leads Across
Key Product Pages

The client came to us with a specific requirement of growing organic traffic and leads for various Insurance products listed on 

their website.

They also wanted to rank high for highly competitive non-branded keywords like “accidental insurance" and "cancer insurance."

The client needed to improve their topical and backlink 

authority to attract more organic traffic and leads to their 

product pages.

However, they faced the following challenges to achieve 

the desired results. 

•  No in-house content team

•  Not enough content was being created 

•  Not enough product pages on their website



Results: Resource page Traffic increased by
2222% within just 6 months
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The client leveraged the ALPS platform as their SEO enabler to improve their on-page optimization efforts and create new 

content efficiently. The agency that managed their content wanted to create supporting content for the key product pages to 

increase topical authority, relevancy, and depth. 

They started focusing on creating more relevant resources/blog pages to support existing product pages with the following 

steps:

Value Realized with ALPS

Keyword Gap Analysis to figure our
content gaps across all web pages
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First, to identify relevant keywords around 

their insurance products, the client looked 

at their organic footprint and performed 

comprehensive keyword research through 

our ALPS tool.

To identify the content gaps across all sub-themes 

and topics to create new content, they leveraged our 

Keyword Gap Analysis feature. Then, priority was 

assigned based on content scores with the 

competitor and search demand. 

To optimize their existing content and improve 

content scores, the client leveraged the ALPS 

Simulation feature.

Keyword Research to find most
relevant keywords and topics
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Content Simulation to make the
existing content SEO-optimized
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To reduce the time taken for research and 

analysis, increase bandwidth, and create 

high-quality content efficiently for strategic 

non-branded keywords, the client’s team 

leveraged the ALPS Content Brief feature.

Content Brief to improve Content
Quality and efficiency
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Next, the client’s team themed the keywords 

into related groups of sub-theme and funnels 

based on relevancy and the customer journey. 

In ALPS, the keywords are pre-themed and 

ready to use right out of the box, saving them 

from a lot of manual effort. They could also 

create custom themes on their own.

Keyword Theming to arrange
keywords into relevant groups
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To check their backlink profile and take 

corrective measures wherever necessary 

for improved topical and backlink 

authority, they leveraged our ALPS 

platform

Content Syndication to build
high authority
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2.  30% increase in organic traffic on the “Accidental Insurance” and “Cancer Insurance” page

1. Creating and optimizing the resource pages resulted in the following:

• 30.03% organic footprint increase 

• 15.58% increase of page 1 ranked terms since Feb '21

• Resource page traffic increased by 2222% from May '21
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3.   Almost 400% increase in the organic leads generated in 2021 and 3X increase in the 

       organic leads generated within 10 months of goal setting in 2022

2022 3,503 Leads 9,812 Leads

2021 500 Leads 1,900 Leads

Goals Achieved YTD


